
END OF SEASON COACH EVALUATON

YEAR: SPORT: LEVEL:

Component Ineffective (1) Min. Effective (2) Effective (3) Hi. Effective (4) (1-4)

Compliance with 

MHSAA, League, 

and School District 

Rules, Regulations, 

and Deadlines

Does not comply 

with MHSAA, 

League, and School 

District Rules, 

Regulations, and 

Deadlines

Complies with some 

MHSAA, Leaugue, 

and School District 

Rules, Regulations, 

or deadlines, but only 

after noncompliance

Complies with MHSAA, 

League, and School 

District Rules, 

Regulations, and 

Deadlines

Coach independently 

knows and complies 

with MHSAA and 

OAA Rules, 

Regulations, and 

Deadlines without 

directive. 

Adherence to 

Athletic Office and 

District Timelines 

and Deadlines

Does not adhere to 

Athleics Office and 

district 

timelines/deadlines

Adheres to some 

Athletics Office and 

district 

timelines/deadlines, 

but with constrant 

reminders

Adheres to Athletics 

Office and district 

timelines/deadlines

Coach independently 

knows and adheres to 

Athletics Office and 

district 

timelines/deadlines 

without directive

Care for Equipment 

and Facilities

Does not care for 

equipment or 

facilities

Cares for individual 

sport equipment, but 

not school facilities

cares for equipment and 

facilities

Coach puts extra 

time and effort into 

the care of equipment 

and facilities

Understanding and 

Implementation of 

Budget

Does not understand 

or correctly follow 

budget

Budget is followed, 

but without prior 

constent of the 

Athletic Office

Understands and follows 

budget process and does 

not exceed limits

Coach works to 

implement budget 

while trying to save 

the district money

Health and Safety 

Standards 

(Concussion 

Training/awareness

, CPR, First Aid, 

Heat and Humidity) Coach does not...

Coach 

occassionally... Coach frequently...

Coach completes the 

required trainings in 

CPR, First Aid, and 

Heat and Humidity 

and regularly 

completes all tasks 

and follows the 

guidelines that are 

defined in all 

policies.

District 

Fundraising 

Procedures and 

Practices Coach is not active...

Coach 

occassionally... Coach frequently...

Coach is active in the 

fundraising process 

and follows all 

District guidelines, 

procedures, and 

timelines for 

fundraising. 

WEST BLOOMFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT

COACH:

DOMAIN 1: ADMINISTRATIVE and ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS 



COMMENTS:

TOTAL DOMAIN 

SCORE 0

Component Ineffective (1) Min. Effective (2) Effective (3) Hi. Effective (4) (1-4)

Face of the 

Program

Coach does not.... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach accepts and 

embraces being the 

face of the 

program/team and 

represent with pride 

and class
Identity Coach does not.... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach communicates 

a clear and precise 

vision for the 

program/team (7-12 

when applicable)

Effort Coach is not... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach is the hardest 

working individual in 

their program/team 

never accepting 

mediocrity

Stakeholder Trust Coach has not.... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach has earned the  

trust and respect of 

all stakeholders

Accountability Coach does not.... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach creates 

standards of 

excellence and holds 

the athletes and other 

coaches accountable

Buy- In/ Goal 

Setting (In-Season)

Coach does not.... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach sets realistic, 

attainable goals and 

gets everyone to buy 

in and achieve them

Buy- In/ Goal 

Setting (Out of 

Season)

Coach does not.... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach sets realistic, 

attainable goals and 

gets everyone to buy 

in and achieve them

Delegation Coach does not.... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach listens to and 

delegates to Assistant 

Coaches, allowing 

them to share in the 

leadership of the 

team

DOMAIN 2: PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT



COMMENTS:

TOTAL DOMAIN 

SCORE 0

Component Ineffective (1) Min. Effective (2) Effective (3) Hi. Effective (4) (1-4)
Knowledge and 

skills that students 

learn is age and 

level appropriate

Coach does not 

teach...

Coach occassionally 

teaches...

Coach frequently 

teaches...

Coach always 

teaches...

Role Defining - 

maximizing student 

athlete potential

Coach does not 

define roles.

Coach occasionally 

defines roles.

Coach frequently defines 

roles.

Roles are clearly 

established, 

communicated, and 

embraced by student-

athletes 

Promoting the 2 & 

3 Sport Athlete Coach does not...

Coach 

occassionally... Coach frequently...

Coach strongly 

promotes and 

supports students to 

be multisport 

athletes.

Academics

Does not show 

concern for academic 

performance

Aware of academic 

performance with no 

follow through

Demonstrates concern for 

academic performance

Coach monitors 

academic 

performance 

throughout season 

and takes an active 

role in assisting 

students

Sportsmanship

Coach and Athletes 

do not demonstrate 

resect to opponents, 

officials, and fans

Coach and Athletes 

demonstrate some 

respect, but not to all 

necessary parties.

Coach and Athletes 

demonstrate respect to 

opponents, officials, and 

fans.

Coach and Athletes 

demonstrate respect 

to opponents, 

officials, and fans 

and encourages 

others to do the 

same.

Responsibility and 

Discipline Athletes do not...

Athletes 

occasionally... Atletes frequently...

Athletes always take 

responsibility and 

show discipline as a 

member of the 

team/program.

Positive Coaching Coach does not... Coach occasionally... Coach frequently...

Coach always 

provides sound, 

constructive 

instruction in a 

positive and 

encouraging manner

DOMAIN 3: STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT



Mental Approach/       

Toughness Coach does not... Coach occasionally... Coach frequently...

Coach is always able 

to challenge, teach, 

and instill confidence 

in athletes while 

building character 

and leadership skills.

COMMENTS:

TOTAL DOMAIN 

SCORE 0

Component Ineffective (1) Min. Effective (2) Effective (3) Hi. Effective (4) (1-4)

Enthusiasm Coach is not.... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach is a spark of 

energy for the 

program/team, 

raising the level of 

each participant
Passion Coach does not... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach loves to coach 

and has fun coaching

Humbleness Coach is not.... Coach occasionally 

is....

Coach frequently.... Coach is confident, 

yet humble

Flexibility Coach does not... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach successfully 

makes in game, 

practice, and 

scheduling 

adjustments when 

necessary
Motivation Coach does not... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach develops 

environment where 

athletes are self 

motivated by 

intrinsic, team 

focused needs
Preparation Coach does not... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach consistently 

studies film and 

develops effective 

scouting reports, 

practice plans, and 

game strategies
Fundamentals Coach does not... Coach 

occassionally....

Coach frequently.... Coach maintains a 

strong knowledge 

base of age-

appropriate 

fundamentals and 

applies them 

appropriately

DOMAIN 4: KNOWLEDGE & INSTRUCTION



COMMENTS:

TOTAL DOMAIN 

SCORE 0

Component Ineffective (1) Min. Effective (2) Effective (3) Hi. Effective (4) (1-4)

Athletic 

Department

Communication is 

Non- Existent

Communication 

occassionally ....

Communication 

frequently....

Communication is 

Pro-Active, 

Consistent, Honest, 

and Productive

Student- Athletes Communication is 

Non- Existent

Communication 

occassionally ....

Communication 

frequently....

Communication is 

Pro-Active, 

Consistent, Honest, 

and Productive

Parents Communication is 

Non- Existent

Communication 

occassionally ....

Communication 

frequently....

Communication is 

Pro-Active, 

Consistent, Honest, 

and Productive

Media Communication is 

Non- Existent

Communication 

occassionally ....

Communication 

frequently....

Promotes team and 

individuals by 

consistently reporting 

scores and stories to 

assigned media using 

the appropriate 

modes

Boosters Communication is 

Non- Existent

Communication 

occassionally ....

Communication 

frequently....

Communication is 

Pro-Active, 

Consistent, Honest, 

and Productive while 

taking an active role 

in the Boosters

Same Sport 

Coaches

Communication is 

Non- Existent

Communication 

occassionally ....

Communication 

frequently....

Communication is 

Pro-Active, 

Consistent, Honest, 

and Productive

Other District 

Coaches

Communication is 

Non- Existent

Communication 

occassionally ....

Communication 

frequently....

Communication is 

Pro-Active, 

Consistent, Honest, 

and Productive

Campus and 

Community 

Involvement

Involvement is Non-

Existent

Involvement is 

limited to their team 

only

Involvement includes 

Promotion, Visibility, and 

Development of their 

Sport Only

Involvement includes 

Promotion, 

Visibility, and 

Development of the 

entire Athletic 

Department

COMMENTS:

DOMAIN 5: COMMUNICATION & RELATIONSHIPS



TOTAL DOMAIN 

SCORE 0

TOTAL SCORE 

OF ALL 

DOMAINS 0

RATING

Ineffective            

(0-88)

Minimally 

Effective         (89-

103)

Effective                                         

(104-125)

Highly Effective                    

(126 - 148)

COACH 

SIGNATURE DATE

ATH. DIR. 

SIGNATURE DATE

YES NO Administration Recommends the Renewal of this contract for the next school year.

A coach's signature only acknowledges receipt of this evaluation and not that they agree with the evaluation.  A 


